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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
>
Statement of the Problem
The major problem of this study was to determine the effectiveness
of Section D-4 of the tentative revision of the Evaluative Criteria^ as
an instrument for self-evaluation and self-improvement of business
education departments in Massachusetts high schools.
Analysis of the Problem
The following problems were involved in this study:
1. To find out how well the business education section of a
tentative revision of the 1940 Edition of the Evaluative Criteria
served as an instrument for self-evaluation in Massachusetts high
schools
2. To find out how the tentative revision of the Evaluative Criteria
could be improved to accomplish its purposes of self-evaluation
and self-improvement most successfully
3* To find out what improvements were immediately brought about in
the participating high schools as a result of self-evaluation
4, To find out what definite plans for improvement were made by the
participating schools as a result of self-evaluation
^Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards, Evaluative Criteria,
American Council on Education, Washington, D. C., 1939? 175 P«
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2Justification of the Problem
The purposes of the tryout of Section D-4 were (l) to aid in the
introduction of the materials of the Cooperative Study of Secondary
School Standards in Massachusetts, (2J to determine from the reactions
of business education department directors how successfully the proposed
evaluation instrument for business education functioned, and (3 ) to
determine omissions, deficiencies, and errors in the tentative business
education section for the use of the Cooperative Study in completing the
final revision.
Evaluation of business education programs in Massachusetts high
schools was found to be justifiable. Engelhardt^ advocates evaluation
of the program of work in the secondary school when he sets forth these
thoughts:
Evaluation is generally considered a legitimate function
of the program of work. It should be done by teachers of
their own procedures and by pupils of their own learning . . •
Perhaps check-lists can be developed for teachers in evaluating
the program and for self-evaluation by the pupils. These check-
lists might contain the statements of many desirable con-
comitants . . . Much of the objective testing in such a pro-
gram will be used as a means of improvement rather than as a
basis for determining marks on report cards, promotion, or
credits. The substitution for such things will be evaluation
which will serve as a stimulation to further growth and more
rapid development.
Keily^ indicates the desire of Massachusetts business departments
to secure assistance in improving their standards and offerings when
she reports:
^Engelhardt, Fred, and Alfred Victor Ovem, Secondary Education.
D. Appleton-Century Company, New York, 1937, PP* 289-290.
^Keily, Helen J., "Commercial Education in Massachusetts High
Schools,” Balance Sheet , February, 1947, p. 263.
\ l . • •* ‘ ' / • V.
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3Help to the high schools at the state level would be
welcomed by many schools, particularly in achieving stand-
ards for business performance, improved courses of study,
and suggestions and ideas that would help them improve
their commercial offering . . .
Koos^- in 1940 named the National Survey of Secondary Education
and the Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards the two
major inquiries into secondary-school management.
Since the publication of the Cooperative Study materials,
testimonies regarding the usefulness and practicability of the materi-
als have appeared throughout educational literature. These testi-
monies have come from persons engaged in a variety of positions but
all interested in secondary education. They include principals of
public, parochial, and independent secondary schools; teachers in
various types of schools; superintendents in small, medium, and large
school systems; representatives of state departments of education;
and college and university professors. From among the numerous
favorable comments concerning the materials, one from an assistant
director of tests and measurements in a large city school system is
quoted here to show how the materials have been regarded by admin-
istrators of school systems which have used them.
Not since the birth of the testing movement has an
instrument of such far-reaching significance appeared in
educational literature . . . This instrument is the first
really practical procedure for dealing with many of the
imponderables facing every school executive. 2
The General Committee of the Cooperative Study of Secondary
School Standards indicated disapproval of using one section of the
^Koos, Leonard V., James M. Hughes, Percival W. Hutson, and William
C. Reavis
,
Admi nistering the Secondary School, American Book Company,
New York, 1940, pp. 3-5.
2Broening, A. M., ’’High School Self-Evaluation,” School
Executive , May, 1947, P« 49.
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4Evaluative Criteria apart from the rest of the instrument for the
purpose of evaluation when it formulated the following two bases
in a list of 18 bases upon which the 1940 criteria were developed:
A school can be studied satisfactorily and judged
fairly only in terms of its own philosophy of education,
its individually expressed purposes and objectives, the
nature of the pupils with whom it has to deal, the needs
of the community which it serves, and the nature of the
American democracy of which it is a part
. .
A school should be judged as a whole, not merely as
the sum of its separate parts *2
Although the foregoing statement indicated the General Committee's
disapproval of using only one section of the Evaluative Criteria
.
it
was found necessary in the case of this study to use the business
education section only. Since no organization or group sponsored the
Cooperative Study materials in Massachusetts and since the arrangement
of a total school evaluation was beyond the scope of this study, using
only Section D-4 was justifiable. Careful scrutiny of the problems
involved in this study showed that this study in no way purported to
shovr evaluative ratings of the participating business education
departments but rather attempted to determine the potentialities of
the 1950 Evaluative Criteria for self-evaluation and self-improvement
together with discovering deficiencies existing in the tentative
criteria. In a sense, this was an evaluation by business department
directors of the business education section of the tentative Evaluative
Criteria . A self-evaluation by each director of his business educa-
tion department was necessary in order to evaluate the proposed criteria.
^Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards, Evaluation of
Secondary Schools : General Report. American Council on Education,
Washington, D. C., 1939, p. 57*
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5Delimitation
Only public high schools listed in the Massachusetts state
Educational Directory 1948^ were sampled to secure the participating
group of business departments. The participating group consisted of
a representation of business departments from three, four, and six
year high schools.
The concern of this study was the potential worth of the pro-
posed business education section of the revised Evaluative Criteria
as an instrument for self-evaluation and self-improvement and in no
sense an evaluation involving comparisons of business departments in
Massachusetts high schools.
Organization of the Study
The statement and nature of the problem of this study are presented
in this first chapter.
In Chapter II the development and use of the 1940 Edition of the
Evaluative Criteria are reported.
Chapter III contains a description of the procedures used in this
study.
The findings and recommendations of this study are given in
Chapters IV and V.
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Educational Directory 1948 ,
Bulletin of the Department of Education, Number 6, Whole Number 373,
Boston, 1948, p. 25.
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6CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
Chapter II is devoted to a review of related literature with special
consideration of the history of the Cooperative Study of Secondary School
Standards, applications and adaptations of the evaluation materials, and
the revision program for the evaluation materials.
Although much research has been done concerning procedures in using
the Cooperative Study materials, especially in regard to total school
evaluations, this chapter is focused principally on the criteria them-
selves, including applications, adaptations, criticisms, and revision.
Organization of the Cooperative Study
Essential details of the formation and initial activities of the
Cooperative Study were reported in the Study's General Report as follows:
The Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards
was formally organized by representatives of four of the six
regional associations of colleges and secondary schools at
a conference held at Washington, D. C., August 18 and 19,
1933. The forces and influences which led to its organiza-
tion in 1933 are found in the discussions and activities of
various groups and organizations covering a period of at
least five years prior to the date of formal organization. 1
Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards,
Secondary Schools : General rteport , p. 18.
Evaluation of
V(
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The results of this two day meeting were summarized and are
reported here verbatim.
1. That the regional associations of colleges and secondary
schools shall enter into a cooperative study of stand-
ards and procedures for evaluating secondary schools.
2. That present standards and procedures of the various
regional associations be continued in effect until new
and/or revised standards and procedures are formulated
and adopted by these associations.
3. That the new standards be derived by: (a) testing all
old standards and retaining such part or parts of them
as prove valid and satisfactory; and (b) developing new
standards through research.
4. That procedures for evaluating secondary schools on the
basis of all standards shall be developed through care-
ful experimentation.
5. lhat on the basis of the new and revised standards and
procedures for evaluation of secondary schools, a pro-
gram of stimulation for further growth shall be initiated
and developed.
6. That for the purposes of carrying forward this program
the greatest possible use should be made of the existing
machinery of regional associations.
7. That this proposed program be presented to all the
regional associations of colleges and secondary schools
with a view to securing their cooperation and support.
8. That a careful statement of the proposed study be
prepared and presented to some foundation in order to
secure adequate funds with which to carry on the program.
9. That, since uniform standards are not likely to meet the
needs of each region, all standards must be adapted by
the different associations to the conditions of their own
territories.
10.
That there shall be established at this time two committees
with the following membership from regional associations.
These two committees may invite representatives of other
organizations to sit with them as consulting members.
The representatives on the General Conmittee shall be
named by the respective associations. The members of the
••
*
'
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8Executive Committee shall be named by the General Committee.!
From the time of the initiation of the Study until the establish-
ment of the central office two years later, the Executive Committee
developed (1; a general plan for study; ^2; procedures for securing
official endorsement and financial support on the part of the six
regional associations; (3J plans for securing a financial grant and
suitable publicity; and {U) arrangements for research and the hiring of
a salaried office staff.
After the establishment of the central executive and research
office at the American Council on Education, the principal activity
• . . revolved around the construction, criticism,
and revision of checklists in the five major areas into
which the materials had been consolidated and in the
reorganization of the accompanying guiding principles,
culminating in a three-day evaluative and critical con-
ference
. .
The year 1936-37 was devoted to experimentation. Seven different
methods of evaluating secondary schools were formulated and applied to
200 schools* Full-time, especially trained educators together with
state department members and other local educators visited the 200
schools in committees for the purpose of evaluation. A testing pro-
gram was administered in all the schools in the fall and spring by a
group of ten men. The expanded office staff scored, summarized, and
analyzed the results of more than 300,000 tests.
The year 1937-38 was devoted to analysis of data obtained through
the evaluations. Almost 150,000 evaluations of various aspects of the
200 secondary schools were summarized. Noras for various classifications
•^Ibid, p. 20.
^Ibid, p. 25.
V-
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of schools were developed, revisions were made in the evaluative criteria
as a result of experiences in the 200 schools, and a manual of instruc-
tions for using the instruments was developed. As significant phases
of the study developed, publicity was given.
In the year 1933-39 the refinement of the evaluation materials
took place. This was a year devoted to improving weaknesses found in
the criteria, further trying out materials in representative schools,
assisting regional associations and state departments regarding utili-
zation of the evaluation materials, and taking care of publication
details, revision and distribution of materials, and publicity. To
carry on this work an additional grant of $38,000 was secured from the
(ieneral Education Board, as original plans called for only threey * *
activity.
Development of the Evaluative Criteria . The development of the
Evaluative Criteria in various editions has been described as follows:
During the four years from the summer of 1935 to
the autumn of 1939, Evaluative Criteria (first so-named
in Edition IV-B . . . ) appeared in no less than six
distinct editions and eleven different forms, the first
three being in mimeographed or hectographed form, all
later ones in printed form . . .1
No two of the above described editions were identical
although, as indicated, several had only minor variations
• • •
Final approval of all revision was given by the General
Committee, May 27, 1939 > and copy for the ‘*1940 Edition”
(Edition VI) was sent to press during the summer.
^
Decisions of the General Committee of the Cooperative Study at the
conclusion of the 1940 study are included here.
:"
.
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The 1940 Edition (Edition VI) was intended to
represent the finished product of the Cooperative Study*
s
six-year effort to develop material and methods for the
evaluation of secondary schools which would be more nearly
valid, more scientifically formulated, and more stimulating
to constant improvement than those in existence when it
began its work. At the sane time it was recognized that
it would probably be desirable to modify further and
improve the materials in the 1940 edition as a result of
additional experience and also as a result of changes
which may take place in the educational organization and
practice of the next few years. It is not contemplated,
however, that further extensive revision of the 1940
edition will take place for several years
. . .
1
Applications and Adaptations
In many cases the Cooperative Study materials were adopted
verbatim and in other instances the materials were modified in
certain aspects to meet particular needs. Adaptations were made not
only to the instrument as a whole by regional and state groups but
also to particular divisions by groups interested in an individual
section of the Evaluative Criteria
,
e.g.
,
Business Education, Library
Services, Agriculture.
The Connecticut State Department of Education is an example of
an agency which has used the materials verbatim.
A description of the way in which the Evaluative Criteria were
adapted in Ohio may serve to show how regional or state groups have
modified the Evaluative Criteria to meet local needs.
The Ohio Plan of Using the Evaluative Criteria . The harbinger of
use and modification of the Evaluative Criteria in Ohio was a seminar
sponsored in 1939 by the Department of Education of the Ohio State
1 .
T .
J
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University. Here schoolmen studied critically Evaluative Criteria
and gained practical experience in applying them by evaluating several
schools. The eventual outgrowth of this work was the "Ohio Imple-
mentation Committee on the Evaluative Criteria . 11
Hie function of this committee, as stated in the
recommended plan, was to formulate and provide for the
administration of a state program to further the use of
the material developed by the Cooperative Study of
Secondary School Standards.-*-
Manuals and forms to add to the effectiveness of evaluations were
prepared by graduate students at Ohio State University. Other acti-
vities included a survey in 1941 of past, present, and future use of
the Evaluative Criteria in Ohio, preparation in 1941 of criteria for
11Standard Evaluation," and publication of the "Ohio Plan of Using the
Evaluative Criteria" in 1941.
Hie purpose of the latter publication was twofold:
. .
. (1) to acquaint the reader with the development
of the Evaluative Criteria in Ohio and with the criteria
and procedures for a "Standard Evaluation" as outlined by
the Ohio Plan and, (2) to promote uniformity of interpretation
and application of the Evaluative Criteria of the Cooperative
Study.
^
For the most part, the Ohio Plan deals with recommended procedures
for self-evaluation, visiting committee evaluations, writing of the
report, and suggestions for follow-up programs; although certain modi-
fications made in the criteria themselves are presented. They consist
of (1; suggestions for extension of Section C and (2) a new experimental
Section N, Articulation.
Eikenberry, D. H., and Carl C. Byers, Hie Ohio Plan of Using the
Evaluative Criteria
.
F. J. Heer Printing Company, Columbus, Ohio, 1941>
p. 20.
2
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Following closely the same format as sections of the Evaluative
Criteria, experimental Section N contains the following sub-sections:
I. Guiding Principles of Articulation
I±. Vertical Aspects of Articulation
III. Horizontal Aspects of Articulation
IV. Special Characteristics of the Articulation Program
V. General Evaluation of the Articulation of the iihtire
Educational Program
The extension of Section C includes various additions and substi-
tutions in "Basic Data Regarding Pupils" and "Basic Data Regarding the
Community.
"
The foregoing statement is an example of the modifications that
have been made In the Cooperative Study materials in order to adapt
them to local needs.
Handbook for Studying Business Education . As previously mentioned,
groups interested in individual sections of the Evaluative Criteria
developed modified instruments using the original criteria as bases.
A few examples follow.
The modification of the Evaluative Criteria most pertinent to
this study is the one developed by Reynolds. ^ A "Handbook for Studying
Business Education" compiled by Reynolds represents an attempt to get
away from materials "too inclusive and not sufficiently specific to
serve as the most effective instrument for studying the field of business
education.
Reynolds, Helen, "Handbook for Studying Business Education,"
Bulletin No
. 29 , The National Association of Business Teacher-Training
Institutions, January, 1943 .
2
14
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Reynolds listed the following ten areas as those which should
be considered in studying business education: Philosophy, Pupil
Population, Pupil Activities, Guidance, Curriculum, Teaching Staff,
Administration and Supervision, Library, Plant, and Equipment. Each
of these areas represents a separate section in the Handbook, and
the sections are organized as follows:
1. A foreword, explanatory of the philosophy in terms of
which the check lists were developed
2. Brief instructions on how to use the check lists
3. lhe check lists
4. A series of questions which can be answered when the
data collected by the check lists have been tabulated
5. A list of statements for evaluating the data collected
in terms of the philosophy upon which the construction
of the check lists was based
6. A list of references used by the writer in developing
the Handbook
laany of the section headings in this instrument designed specifi-
cally for evaluating business education are the same in character as
the headings of the general sections of the Evaluative Criteria .
Reynolds acknowledged further duplication of the Cooperative
Study materials when she pointed out that
The check lists for library service are built upon
those used in the Cooperative Study of Secondary School
Standards. The check list for collecting information
about books duplicates exactly the list used in the
Cooperative Study, with the exception that the classifica-
tion devoted to useful arts has been expanded to include
a sub-classification for books in business education
representative of major fields. The periodical list has
been supplemented with additional publications in business
and business education, since these are not particularly
•
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well represented in the 127 periodicals comprising the
original list used and validated by the Cooperative
Study.1
In the main, Reynolds* Handbook represents an extension of the
material pertinent to business education which is contained in the
Evaluative Criteria
. The additional material is organized, for the
most part, around the various general sections of the Evaluative
Criteria
.
e.£.
,
Guidance, Library, Pupil Activities.
The American Library Association and the Catholic Library
Association . Reynolds was not the only one who modified the Coopera-
tive Study's library materials. Through the efforts of the American
Library Association and the Catholic Library Association the materi-
als were implemented to serve library needs better.
The Cooperative Study at the request of the American Library
Association collected material pertaining to library from the Study* s
three publications. Evaluative Criteria
.
Educational Temperatures.
and How to Evaluate a Secondary School , and published the pamphlet.
Evaluation of a Secondary School Library "for the use of librarians and
of administrators who wish to evaluate their libraries separately withr-
out a full evaluation of the entire school."^ The purposes of the
project were
... to give wider usefulness to the materials which
the Cooperative Study has developed for the evaluation of
school libraries and for the stimulation of further improvement
1Ibid, p. 15.
^Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards, Evaluation of a
Secondary School Library, American Council on Education, Washington,
D. C., 1939, p. 3.
..
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of them ... to bring together as much of the library
material as feasible, to safeguard its erroneous use as
much as possible, and to make it available in the present
more convenient form
. . . However, it is advised that
"whenever possible
. . .
the entire school be evaluated.
In reporting the work done in compiling a supplementary list of
periodicals for the library section of the Evaluative Criteria
,
Hurley^ said
... if our schools were to be evaluated in the
terns set forth by the Cooperative Study: "a school can
be studied satisfactorily and judged fairly only in terms
of its own philosophy of education, its individually
expressed purposes and objectives ..." such a list as
this had to be developed . . .
The Catholic Library Association made statistical analyses of the
use of titles occurring in the supplementary list in Catholic schools
and attempted to have the list become an integral part of the Coopera-
tive Study materials when purchased by Catholic schools conducting self-
evaluations. Although little success was gained in the latter respect.
Hurley has indicated that those interested in the list await the
results of the revision program for the materials.
Evaluative Criteria for Vocational Education in Agriculture . -3
This publication produced by the United States Office of Education
and the American Vocational Association, while not stating as its
purpose, as did the Reynolds 1 Handbook
,
the making of the Cooperative
1
Ibid, p. 3.
^Hurley, Richard James, "A Revised Rating Scale for Catholic High
School Magazines," The Catholic Library World , May, 1948, p. 252.
^National Committee on Standards for Vocational Education in
Agriculture, Evaluative Criteria for Vocational Education in Agriculture
,
Federal Security Agency, U. S. Office of Education, 1942, 75 p.
. , .
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Study* s evaluative criteria for agriculture more specific, nevertheless,
through its nature and format and through its acknowledgment to the
Cooperative Study implies this.
The materials developed represent an expansion, certain modifica-
tions, some changes in terminology, and certain instructions. Direc-
tions are similar although rating symbols and definitions for both the
check list and the evaluative items are different, e.£.
,
symbols for
check list items are alphabetic letters "A" through "E" and "N, ** and
symbols for evaluative items omit the symbol to designate "does not
apply. " Moreover, definitions resemble more closely those of early
experimental editions of the Evaluative Criteria including the defini-
tions of "Perfect or practically perfect" for the rating "5."
Innovations in this publication include a division in each major
section called "Information Needed, " which is the basis for the marking
of items of criteria that follow and the space designated for "Evidence"
after many items. Modifications include "Propositions," which
introduce each major section and which resemble the "Statement of Guiding
Principles" of the Evaluative Criteria . In the main, this publication
represents an extension of the section on agriculture included in the
1940 Edition of the Evaluative Criteria .
Franzen* s Analysis of Reactions to the Evaluative Criteria . As
various organizations with particular interests in the Evaluative
Criteria have recognized deficiencies in the criteria for their
particular purposes, so too, the General Committee of the Cooperative
Study recognized that as the Evaluative Criteria were used deficiencies
would be revealed. The Secretary of the General Committee sent
!
17
opinionnaires to all persons who had served on more than one evaluating
committee and to all administrators whose schools had been evaluated.
These opinionnaires, which were tabulated and carefully kept for use in
the revision program, have been reported by Franzen.
^
Franzen made many conclusions regarding procedures in evaluation as
a result of analyzing opinionnaires of school administrators. However,
only his conclusions regarding the criteria themselves will be reported
here.
Franzen reported that the school administrators indicated that there
p
avas need for “more objectivity in the criteria. " He also reported that
among members of visiting committees the "Greatest dissatisfaction was
expressed over 1 Outcomes, * ’Instruction,* and 1 Teacher Evaluation.”*-^
Finally, Franzen concluded that
. . . those in charge of the revision should make
careful study, then, of the nature of the complaints.
Where so many people agree on what they do not like, it is
time to remedy the situation.^
The Revision Program
The only comprehensive progress report of the revision program
indicated that such criticisms as mentioned by Franzen have been
considered in the revision.
"^Franzen, C. G. F., "An Analysis of the Reactions of Members of
Visiting Committees Using the Evaluative Criteria of the Co-operative
Study of Secondary School Standards," and "An Analysis of the Reactions
of Schools Evaluated by the Evaluative Criteria of the Co-operative
Study of Secondary School Standards," The Bulletin of the National
Association of Secondary-School Principals
,
April 1948, PP* 8-4.7 •
^Ibid, p. 47
•
3 lbid
.
p. 22.
4Ibid, p. 22.
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The consideration of Franzen's conclusions and other activities of
the revision program have been described by Baker as follows:
. . .
These comments and criticisms reported by Franzen
have been studied and are now contributing to the improved
edition. During the past year, two tentative revisions have
been made and submitted to consultants for criticism ....
the materials will be tried out in 25 selected secondary
schools throughout the country for criticism by school
staffs. 1
In addition. Baker reported that
A major improvement in the 1950 materials will be
the inclusion of statements of educational needs
. . .
Separate sections of the Criteria are being developed
for each subject-matter field . . .2
The foregoing discussion is an indication of how much the Coopera-
tive Study materials have been used and implemented, how the Study*
s
General Committee planned for the revision program, and the accomplish-
ments of that program to date.
The following chapters of this study will show ho?; the revised
materials were used in this study, findings of this study, and resulting
recommendations
.
^Baker, James F.
,
"The evaluative Criteria," The Massachusetts
Teacher
.
March, 1949, p. 13*
^ibid, p. 13.
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CHAPTER in
PROCEDURES
The procedures used in this study may be classified as follows:
1. Securing of business education directors willing to use and
react to Section D-4 of the 1950 Evaluative Criteria
2. Development of an instrument on which business education
directors could record their reactions to Section D-4
3. Distribution of Section D-4 and the reaction form to business
education directors who agreed to participate in this study
4. Review of research and experimentation related to the Coopera-
tive Study materials
5. Tabulation and analysis of reactions of business education
directors to Section D-4
6. Summarizing of findings of this study
7. Formulation of recommendations as a result of this study
Permission to use the confidential Section D-4 of the 1950 Evaluative
Criteria was secured from the director of the revision program. Dr. R. D.
Matthews, as a preliminary step to this study.
Securing Participants
\
The sampling technique used was to contact the business department
director at one half of the high schools listed in the Massachusetts state
educational directory. A letter and a postcard on which the business
department director was asked to indicate his willingness to participate
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in the study were sent to every even-numbered high school in the direc-
tory. A total of 129 schools were contacted. Because the business
directors being contacted were being asked to do considerable work in
participating in this study, typexvritten letters were sent to each one
with the hope that a greater response would be secured because of the
personal nature of the contact.
Several weeks after the last personal letter had been sent the
response was found to be 51, or 40 per cent, of the directors contacted.
A follow-up in the form of a double postcard which (1; reminded the
director of the study and again asked him to participate and (,2J fur-
nished the director with a return postcard on which to report his
willingness to participate in the study was sent. This follow-up
netted nine responses and raised the total responses to 60, or 47 per
cent. As shown in Table I, the responses fell into three classifications.
Fifty-seven directors stated that they would like to use and react to
the evaluation materials, one director stated she would like to see the
evaluation materials and might react to them, and two schools reported
they did not have a business department.
Table I Number of Responses to Request
for Tryout of Section D-4
Response Number
Wish to use Section D-4. . .
.
Might use Section D-4
Have no business department
57
1
2
,-
5
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Development of the Reaction Form
While the original contact and follow-up were being made with
the business education directors in Massachusetts high schools, a fora
was being devised on which those directors who agreed to use Section D-4
to evaluate their departments could record their reactions to the
evaluation instrument. In the development of the form, the objectives
of the study were always kept in mind. In addition, the report forms
which were used in Franzen's analysis 'were examined and many items
adapted for use in this study. The experiences of the Cooperative
Study Revision Program staff, of which the writer is secretary, with
Section D-4 and other curricular areas were helpful in further develop-
ment of the reaction fora. Finally, the fora was submitted to a seminar
in business education at Boston University, whose membership included
many secondary school business teachers. Because of the similarity of
the personnel of this group and the participants in this study, many
valuable criticisms were offered. The reaction form was revised in
light of their suggestions and criticisms.
Distribution of Evaluation Materials
The revised reaction form, a copy of the '’Confidential' 1 Section
D-4 of the tentative 1950 Evaluative Criteria , a letter of transmittal,
and a stamped return envelope were sent to the 58 business department
directors who had indicated a desire to participate in the study. For
the purpose of distribution of evaluation materials, the respondent
classified in Table I as "Might use Section D-4" was considered as
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one who had stated a desire to receive the materials.
The appendix contains copies of (l) the invitation letter and post-
card enclosure, (2) the double postcard, (3) the form for reactions and
letter of transmittal, and (4 ) a copy of Section D-4.
Several weeks after the time suggested for returning Section D-4
and the form bearing reactions to Section D-4 had elapsed, returns were
received from 15, or 26 per cent, of the directors who had received these
materials. A follow-up in the form of a postcard was sent to directors
who had not returned the forms. The postcard granted an extension in
time for completing the forms and encouraged directors to complete the
self-evaluation and return the forms. This follow-up netted six
responses.
Two business department directors returned the evaluation materials
without conducting self-evaluations and reacting to Section D-4. One
stated that when she agreed to conduct the self-evaluation and react to
the materials she did not realize it would require so much time. The
other business education director stated that she did not understand
what was expected. The findings which are reported in Chapter IV are
based on the 19 directors who completed self-evaluations and reacted to
the evaluation instrument.
Tabulation and Analysis of Reactions
A chart was developed on which to record data of a frequency nature
and forms for recording efficiently descriptive data from the reaction
forms. The data secured are presented in Chapter IV of this study.
The following sources were found helpful in this study:
1. Educational Directory (Massachusetts)
2. Educational Index
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3. File of research on materials of the Cooperative Study of
Secondary School Standards
4. Research Applied to Business Education^
5. Roget’s Thesaurus in Dictionary Form
6. Webster* s Collegiate Dictionary
Chapter IV presents the findings obtained by the pursuance of the
procedures outlined in this chapter and is based on the 19 usable reaction
forms.
>
^Haynes, Benjamin, and Clyde W. Humphrey, Research Applied to
Business Education. The Gregg Publishing Company, New Yoifc, 1939, 218 p.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS
The findings of this report are based on the 19 usable self-evaluations
of business education departments in Massachusetts high schools. The
findings reported follow the items of the inquiry fora, "Business Department
Director 1 s Reactions to a Proposed Evaluation Instrument for Business
Education.
"
Analysis of Findings of Part I
Item 1. As a whole, how well did Section D-4 serve as a measure for
self-evaluation of the business education program in your school?
Underline: Excellently Satisfactorily Fairly Satisfactorily
Unsatisfactorily
Item 1 of Part I afforded an opportunity for evaluators to record
satisfaction or dissatisfaction with Section D-4 of the 1950 Evaluative
Criteria and, in addition, to designate the degree of satisfaction experi-
enced. As shown in Table II, 14, or 74 per cent, of the evaluators indi-
cated that the instrument as a whole was satisfactory, four directors
considered the evaluation instrument excellent, one considered it fairly
satisfactory, and no evaluator rated it as unsatisfactory.
Item 2. If answer to Item 1 is Fairly Satisfactorily or Unsatisfac-
torily, please explain.
As can be seen by looking at Table II, no evaluator reported that
Section D-4 functioned Unsatisfactorily and only one evaluator reported
that it functioned Fairly Satisfactorily . Hie explanation offered was
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Table II Number and Per Cent of Evaluators
Reporting Various Degrees of
Satisfaction with Section D-4 of
the 1950 Evaluative Criteria
Degree Number Per Cent
Excellently 4 21
Satisfactorily 14 74
Fairly Satisfactorily 1 5
Unsatisfactorily 0 0
"As I am in a verysmall school, some of the questions did not seem to be
explained in answering. ”
Item 3. Indicate how well each division of Section D-4 functioned
by placing a check (vO in the appropriate column.
Exc #* Sat. F.Sat. Unsat.
I. Organization
II. Nature of Offerings
______ _____
III. Physical Facilities
_____ ______
IV. Direction of Learning
_____
V. Outcomes
_____ ______ ______
Item 3 provided an opportunity to indicate satisfaction or dissatis-
faction and the degree of satisfaction experienced with each division of
Section D-4 of the 1950 Evaluative Criteria .
Table III shows that nine, or 47 per cent, of the evaluators regarded
the criteria concerning Organization as satisfactory, six rated them
excellent, four found them fairly satisfactory, and no evaluator found
them unsatisfactory.
Table IV shows that 11, or 5& per cent, of the evaluators thought
that the division pertaining to Nature of Offerings was satisfactory.
^Excellently, Satisfactorily, Fairly Satisfactorily, Unsatisfactorily
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Table ill Number and her Cent of
Evaluators Reporting Various
Degrees of Satisfaction with
Division l.
,
organization
Degree Number her uent
Excellently 6 32
satisfactorily 9 47
Fairly Satisfactorily 4 21
unsatisfactorily 0 0
five found it excellent, three regarded it as only fairly satisfactory,
and no evaluator though it to be unsatisfactory.
Table IV Number and her Cent of
Evaluators Reporting Various
Degrees of Satisfaction with
Division n,. Nature of
Offerings
Degree Number Per Cent
Excellently 5 26
Satisfactorily 11 53
Fairly Satisfactorily 3 16
Unsatisfactorily 0 0
Table V indicates that nine, or 47 per cent, of the evaluators
found that the division of Section D-4 pertaining to Physical Facilities
functioned excellently, eight of the evaluators found that it functioned
satisfactorily, two thought it functioned fairly satisfactorily, and no one

found the division functioning unsatisfactorily.
Table V Number and Per Cent of Evalua-
tors Reporting Various Degrees
of Satisfaction with Division
III., Physical Facilities
Degree Number Per Cent
Excellently 9 47
Satisfactorily 8 42
Fairly Satisfactorily 2 11
Unsatisfactorily 0 0
Table VI reports that nine, or 47 per cent, of the evaluators
indicated that the division of Section D-4 concerning Direction of
Learning was satisfactory, seven evaluators believed the division to
excellent, three believed the division to be fairly satisfactory, and
no evaluator found it to be unsatisfactory.
Table VI Number and Per Cent of Evalua-
tors Reporting Various Degrees
of Satisfaction with Division
IV., Direction of Learning
Degree Number Per Cent
Excellently 7 37
Satisfactorily 9 47
Fairly Satisfactorily 3 16
Unsatisfactorily 0 0
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Table VII shows the number and per cent of evaluators reporting dis-
satisfaction and various degrees of satisfaction with Division V., Outcomes,
of Section D-4. Table VII indicates that 10, or 53 per cent, of the evalua-
tors regarded the division pertaining to Outcomes as satisfactory, five
reported it fairly satisfactory, three rated the division excellent, and one
evaluator believed it to be unsatisfactory.
Table VII Number and Per Cent of Evalua-
tors Reporting Various Degrees
of Satisfaction with Division
V., Outcomes
Degree Number Per Cent
Excellently 3 16
Satisfactorily 10 53
Fairly Satisfactorily 5 26
Unsatisfactorily 1 5
Analysis of findings of Part II
Part li provided an opportunity for evaluators to record deficiencies
in Section D-4. Data are reported under items of the reaction form.
Tables show the checklist and evaluative items of Section D-4 in which
deficiencies were found. Identification of the items reported in the
tables follows each table together with the comments, if any, which evalua-
tors made regarding the defect in each checklist or evaluative item.
Item 1. list items, if any, which are not stated clearly.
Table VIII shows a total of 12 different items which lacked clarity
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according to one or more evaluators. Items are designated only by symbols
in the tables but are stated fully below each table in the identification of
items and in the sample Section D-4 in the appendix.
Table VIII Number of Evaluators Re-
porting Various Items
lacking Clarity
item Number
I- 1 1
1- 9 2
1-10 2
I- e 1
11- 4 1
U- a 1
II- b 1
ll- e 1
11- f 1
HI-11 1
IV-B- 4 1
IV-B-12 1
Identification of Items Listed in Table VIII with Comments of
Evaluators .
1. Item 1-1. General business courses or activities are required for all
secondary-school pupils.
Comment: "What does the expression 'general business courses' mean,
exactly? We interpreted it as background subjects."
2. Item 1-9. General business courses meet a sufficient number of
periods a week. The number of periods per week is .
(a; "what is meant by *a stifficient number of periods
per week'? Should I reply to this question on the
basis of what we believe sufficient? I am not sure
that my reply is correct here."
Comments:
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(b) ’’Does this mean the total number of times all classes
meet per week, or the number of times per class
(average J?"
3. Item 1-10. The vocational business courses are available a sufficient
number of periods per week. The number of periods per week is .
Comments: (a) Same comment as (a ) for Item 1-9, and "For example, in
1-10 1 gave you the sum total of all periods by all
teachers. 11
(bj Same comment as (bj for Item 1-9.
4. Item 1-e. How extensively are pupils enrolled in the business education
program?
Comment: Same comment as (a) for Item 1-9-
5. Item II-4. General business experiences emphasize the consumer and
personal-use aspects of business practices.
Comment: "What is meant by experiences? Offerings is my interpre-
tation. "
6. Item Il-a. How adequate is the variety of general business experiences
to meet needs of all pupils?
Comment: "The phrase, *variety of general business experiences* is
ambiguous.
"
7. Item H-b. How adequate is the content of general business experiences
to meet needs of all pupils?
Comment: "The phrase ‘content of general business experiences* is
ambiguous.
8. Item Il-e. How adequate is the content of specialized business experi-
ences to meet needs of vocational pupils?
Comment: "Meaning is not clear."
9. Item Il-f. To what degree are training activities carried on in
business-like situations?
Comment: Same comment as for Item Il-e.
10.
Item 111-11. lypewriters are provided in a variety of makes and
type characters.
Comment: "We have a variety of makes but not of types—one elite
type is available."
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11. Item IV-B-4. Business resources of the community are utilized in
the instructional activities.
Comment: "What is meant by using the business resources of the
community? "
12. Item 1V-B-12. Pupils are guided in cooperatively sharing the business
education facilities.
Comment: "Phrasing is not clear."
Item 2. List any items which contain teims which you do not use in
business education and indicate terms with your substitution.
Only one evaluator reported a difference in terminology from that
contained in Section D-4 of the 1950 Evaluative Criteria . His statement
was as follows: "‘Basic business subjects’ suggest 'social business
subjects' such as general business, law, economic geography, consumer
education.
"
Item 3. List any items containing errors of an editorial nature
(i.e
.
incorrect punctuation, poor phrasing) and indicate defect.
Two evaluators found a total of four instances in which they believed
Section D-4 contained errors of an editorial nature.
Identification of items with Comments of Evaluators .
1. Item 11-14. Vocational business training duplicates business situa-
tions as nearly as is appropriate and possible.
Comment : "Change * duplicate s ' to * approximates
.
1 "
2. Item 11-23. All experiences emphasize the need for development of
ethical practices and standards for the conduct of all business activities.
Comment: "Omit 'all.'"
3. Item Iil-i. How effectively are pupils using the physical facilities?
Comment: "Insert word 'available.'"
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4. Item IV-D-12. Speed tests are not overemphasized in the develop-
ment of manipulative skills.
Comment: "Could this item be rephrased to read as a positive
expression?”
Item 4. List any items which are difficult to rate.
Eight evaluators listed 17 different items in Section D-4 as
"difficult to rate." Table IX indicates the number of evaluators who
listed each of 17 items of Section D-4 as being difficult to rate.
Table IX Number of Evaluators Reporting
Each of 17 Items as Difficult
to Rate
Item Number
I- e 1
11-22 1
II- a 1
n- b 2
II- c 1
II- e 1
II- f 1
IV- A- 4 1
IV- A- d 1
IV- V- 8 1
IV- D- a 1
IV- D- b 1
IV- D- c 1
V- e 1
V- f 1
V- i 3
V- j 1
Identification of Items in Ihble IX with Comments of Evaluators .
1. Item I-e. How extensively are pupils enrolled in the business
education program? (Attach list of courses indicating name of course,
normal grade level, and number and per cent of pupils enrolled in each
course for the current term.
)
0 -X '
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Comment: "This item is difficult to rate inasmuch as the
purpose of the information is not known. Gathering
of this data is also expensive in terms of time
spent .
"
2. Item Ii-22. tlxperiences attempt to prepare pupils to adjust to
changes in business conditions and procedures.
Comment: ""What does this statement mean specifically? How is
it possible?"
3. Item ii-a. How adequate is the variety of general business
experiences to meet needs of all pupils?
Comment: "Many of the questions are difficult to interpret."
4. item il-b. How adequate is the content of general business
experiences to meet needs of all pupils?
Comment: Same comment as for Item Il-a.
5. Item il-c. How adequate is the variety of specialized business
experiences to meet needs of vocational pupils?
Comment: Same comment as for Item Il-a.
6. item H-e. How adequate is the content of specialized business
experiences to meet needs of vocational pupils?
Comment : None
7. item ii-f . To what degree are training activities carried on in
business-like situations?
Comment: None
8. item 1V-A-4. iSach member of the business education staff has had
preparation in such related subjects as vocational guidance, the mak-
ing of occupational surveys, follow-up studies, and job analyses.
Comment: "Has experience but not preparation specifically for."
9. item iV-A-d. Td what extent does the staff keep its business
experience current by periodic business employment?
Comment: "it would appear that the answer to the above question
would vary with the teacher to such a degree that a
positive over-all answer would be impossible."
10.
Item IV-D-8. Follow-up studies of graduates constantly guide
curriculum revision.
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Comment: "Since this is not only my first year of teaching here
but also my first year in teaching, I do not feel
qualified or prepared to answer questions pertaining
to follow-up studies."
11. Item IV-D-a . How comprehensive are the evaluation procedures in
business education?
Comment: "Comprehension is obscure."
12. Item IV-D-b. How appropriate are the evaluation procedures in
business education?
Comment: Same comment as for IV-D-a.
13. Item IV-D-c. Tb what extent do evaluation procedures help the
pupil understand the nature of his growth in business education?
Comment: Same comment as for IV-D-a.
14. Item V-e. To what degree are individual pupils developing
attitudes and appreciations necessary for desirable employer-
employee relations?
Comment: "Difficult if not impossible to rate."
15. Item V-f. Ib what degree are individual pupils developing moral
and ethical standards of benefit to business and society?
Comment: Same comment as for Item V-e.
16. Item V-i. To what extent are pupils who pursued the general busi-
ness program successful in managing their personal business affairs and
solving personal business problems?
Comments: {aj Same comment as for Item V-e.
(b) "Question is too personal."
(c) "Such evidence on how well you thought they were
successful would be subject to opinion."
17. Item V-j. To what extent does the business education program form
a basis for advanced business study beyond the secondary school?
»
Comment
:
"Likely to be very little in a small school."
:J
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Item 5. List any items which are impossible to rate objectively.
Eight evaluators found 12 individual items '‘impossible to rate
objectively" as well as an entire sub-division of Direction of Learning.
Table X shows the number of evaluators reporting an entire sub-division
and each of 12 items of Section D-4 as being impossible to rate objec-
tively.
Table X Number of Evaluators Reporting
One Division and 12 Items as
Impossible to Rate Objectively
Item Number
I- e 1
HI-15 1
IV- A- 7 1
IV- B (entire division) 1
IV- B- 8 1
IV- D- c 1
V- e 1
V- f 1
V- g 1
V- h 1
V- i 4
v- j 1
V- k 1
Identification of Items Listed in Table X with Comments of
Evaluators .
1. Item I-e. How extensively are pupils enrolled in the business
education program?
Comment : None
2. Item II±-15. The following business machines are provided in the
classroom or available to students in work-experience programs:*
Comment: "Part III could be made more objective, such as Item 15.“
3. Item IV-A-7. Each member of the business education staff is
*List of common business machines follows.
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acquainted with current developments in business education.
Comment: "How can a teacher judge whether or not he is acquainted
with current developments. He might think he is and
still not be."
4. Division IV-B. (Consists of a checklist and corresponding evalua-
tive items pertaining to "Instructional Activities.";
Comment: "In a one-teacher department where the teacher must rate
herself, it is difficult to rate objectively .
"
5. Item IV-B-8. The reasons for drill activities are understood by
the pupils.
Comment: "Reasons for drill activities are emphasized, but the
amount of understanding which pupils have is extremely
difficult to measure objectively."
6. Item iV-D-c. To what extent do evaluation procedures help the
pupil understand the nature of his growth in business education?
Comment : None
7. Item V-e. To what degree are individual pupils developing attitudes
and. appreciations necessary for desirable employer-employee relations?
Comment : None
8. Item V-f. To what degree are individual pupils developing moral and
ethical standards of benefit to business and society?
Comment : None
9. Item V-g. To what degree do representatives of business indicate
satisfaction with the secondary-school business education program?
Comment: "This is ray first year in the school and teaching. Also,
a rapid turnover in business education teachers in the
past prevents my obtaining any specific information."
10. Item V-h. To what extent do pupils obtain employment in the kind
of work for which they received training?
Comment: Same comment as for item V-g.
11. item V-i. To what extent are pupils who pursued the general busi-
ness program successful in managing their personal business affairs and
solving personal business problems?
Comments: (a; Same comment as for Item V-g.
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"Not in a position to judge."
t,c; "No way of determining."
12. item V-j. To what extent does the business education program form
a basis for advanced business study beyond the secondary school?
Comment: dame comment as for item V-g.
13. item V-k. To what extent do follow-up data reveal that pupils are
successful in the occupational areas for which they were prepared?
Comment: Same comment as for Item V-g.
Item 6. List any items in Section i>-4 which you think are
unnecessary or not applicable in an evaluation of a business program.
Four evaluators reported five different items to be unnecessary
or not applicable in an evaluation of a business education program.
I&ble XI shows the items listed by the evaluators and the number of
evaluators reporting each item. Evaluative Item V-i is shown in
Table XI to have been reported by three evaluators while other items
were reported by one evaluator each.
Table XI Number of Evaluators Reporting
Five Items of Section D-4 as
Unnecessary or Not Applicable
Item Number
11-17 1
IV-B- 5
IV—b- b
1
1
V- i 3
V- j 1
rr
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Identification of Items Listed in Table XI .
1# Item 11-17. Opportunity is provided to train pupils for switch-
board operation.
2. Item IV-B-5. Opportunity is provided for pupils to share in the
planning of the general business activities.
3. Item iV-D-b. How appropriate are the evaluation procedures in busi-
ness education?
4. Item V-i. Ib what extent are pupils who pursued the general busi-
ness program successful in managing their personal business affairs and
solving personal business problems?
5. Item V-j . To what extent does the business education program form a
basis for advanced business study beyond the secondary school?
Evaluators offered no comments regarding their decisions that the
above items were unnecessary or not applicable in an evaluation of a busi-
ness program.
Item 7* List any aspects of a business department which are not
covered adequately by the criteria in Section D-4.
Only three evaluators listed aspects of a business program which
Section D-4 did not cover adequately. Table XLl indicates the number of
inadequacies reported in each of four classifications.
Table Xli Pertinent Factors Which Evaluators
Thought Were Hot Covered Adequately
by Section D-4
Factor
Number
Reporting
Non-teaching duties 3
Machine repair problems
Prescribed course of study
Speed requirements in skill subjects.
1
1
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flhe evaluators listed non-teaching duties not covered adequately
in Section D-4 as follows: "Business teachers may be required to take
on secretarial duties," "Extra-curricular activities," and "Administra-
tive responsibilitie s .
"
Item 8. List any aspects not contained in the criteria which are
necessary in an evaluation of a business department.
As shown in Table XIUL, three evaluators reported necessary factors
in a business education evaluation which were omitted from Section l>-4.
Each factor was reported once.
Ihble XIII Pertinent Factors Which Evaluators Thought
Should be Included in Section D-4
Factor
Number
Reporting
Factors limiting curriculum building
Pertinent community statistics
Professional growth of staff
1
1
1
Regarding factors limiting curriculum building, the evaluator
who commented said, "it would be wonderful if we could build our curricu-
lum as we believe it necessary, but we are limited by courses in other
departments and by an academic-minded guidance department, administra-
tion, and community. I don't believe this is mentioned in 4- ”
included in the list of omissions falling in the other two
classifications shown in Table XIII were the following: "Education,
contributions in the field, and number of years of successful experi-
ence;" "Size of the town (governs the size of the school^, I^pe of
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population (rural, industrial, etc.;, and Location (determines the
skills to be emphasized and the demands for business education.”
Regarding the latter two classifications and the suggested omissions
which they represent, it might be well to point out here that these
aspects are contained in other sections of the proposed 1950 Edition
of the Evaluative Criteria which the evaluators did not have an
opportunity to see.
Item 9. List and comment freely on any additional deficiencies,
inadequacies, or omissions in Section D-4.
Only two evaluators responded to item 9. The responses were of
such a nature that they could have been reported under Item 1 of Part
II and under item 8 of Part li. The responses were as follows:
1. ”ltem i-e. The question is not clear. Per cent of what?
The business department enrollment, or whole grade, or
whole school?"
2. "None, unless your committee can help set up a better plan
for boys, and slow learners."
Analysis of Findings of Part Hi
Item 1. What definite plans have you for improvement in your
department as a result of using Section D-4? List specific plans
under the following headings.
1. Organization
II. Nature of Offerings
Hi. Physical Facilities
IV. Direction of Learning
V. Outcomes
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Thirteen evaluators, or 68 per cent of the directors evaluating
their programs with Section D-4, reported plans for improvement in
various areas of Organization. Table XIV shows that evaluators made
four plans for improvement in the areas of general business and
advisory committees, three plans in the area of curriculum revision,
two plans in time allotments, and one plan in each of the areas of
individual differences, work experience, and guidance.
Table XIV Areas in Organization Which Evaluators
Plan to Improve as a Result of Using
Section D-4
Area of Improvement
Number
of Plans
Advisory committee 4
General business 4
Curriculum revision 3
Time allotments 2
Guidance 1
Individual differences 1
Work experience 1
The following comments were made by evaluators who reported no
plans for improvement:
1. "Plans must be considered by department before decision is
made."
2. "No improvements are planned, since any improvements would
involve more funds, more teachers, and more space."
Twelve, or 63 per cent, of the evaluators reported plans for
improvement in Nature of Offerings of their business education
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programs. Table XV shows that evaluators reported the greatest number
of plans for improvement in the area of general business. Evaluators
reported five plans for improvement in general business, four plans for
improvement in curriculum revision, two plans in each of the areas of
work experience and job survey, and one plan for improvement in the area
of prognosis.
Table XV Areas in Nature of Offerings 'Which
Evaluators Plan to Improve
of Using Section D-4
as a Result
Area of improvement
Number
of Plans
General business ... 5
Curriculum revision 4
Job survey 2
Work experience 2
Prognosis 1
Nine, or 47 per cent, of the evaluators reported plans for
improvements in respect to physical facilities as a result of the
self-evaluation. Table XVI shows that evaluators made a total of
11 plans for improvement in the area of equipment and one plan in
each of the areas of lighting, space provisions, visual aids, and
washing facilities.
Eleven evaluators, or 58 per cent of the respondents, indicated
that they planned improvements in aspects pertaining to Direction of
Learning. Table XVII shows that these plans for improvement were as
follows: three in the area of instructional materials^ two in each of
(0
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-
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Table XVI Areas in Physical Facilities Which
Evaluators Plan to Improve as a
Result of Using Section D-4
Area of Improvement
Number
of Plans
Equipment 11
Lighting 1
Space provisions 1
Visual aids 1
Washing facilities 1
the areas of guidance, professional courses, staff work experience,
and utilization of community resources; and one plan for improvement
in each of the areas of additions to staff, teacher-businessman council,
and testing.
Table XVII Areas in Direction of Learning Which
Evaluators Plan to Improve as a
Result of Using Section D-4
Area of Improvement
Number
of Plans
Instructional materials 3
Guidance 2
Professional courses 2
Staff work experience 2
Utilization of community resources 2
Additions to staff 1
Teacheivbusinessman council 1
Testing 1
f
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Ten evaluators, or 53 per cent of those conducting self-evaluations,
listed plans for improvements in their programs in order to realize
desirable outcomes from the program. Table XV-Uj. shows that the plans
for improvement in Outcomes were as follows: three in the area of
follow-up; two in each of the areas of community contacts and learning
products; and one in each of the areas of consumer values, counseling,
leadership training, and placement.
Table X7III Areas in Outcomes Which J2valuators
Plan to improve as a Result of Using
Section D-4
Area of Improvement
Follow-up
Community contacts.
Learning products..
Consumer values. . .
.
Counseling
Leadership training
Placement
Number
of Plans
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
Item 2. When do you think the plans for improvement listed in
Item 1 will be completed?
Fourteen, or 74 per cent of the evaluators, recorded the amount of
time estimated to complete their plans for improvement. Table XIX
shows that there was a variety of responses to this question and that
the range in the number of years estimated to complete plans was from
less than a year to ten years.
'1
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Table XIX Amount of Time for Completing Improve-
ment Flans
Time Classification Number
Reporting
Within a year 4
Within two years 2
Two to three years 1
Two to ten years 1
Indefinite - 2
With new principal 1
Depending on finances 1
Never completed 2
Analysis of Findings of Part IV
Item 1. Of what value has the self-evaluation been to you,
personally?
Sixteen, or 84 per cent, of the business department directors
who evaluated their departments reported the value of the self-evaluation
experience. Fifteen responded positively and one responded negatively.
The values of the self-evaluation as stated positively were both general
and specific. The following list is representative of the responses
to this item; responses 1 and 2 are general responses that were made
while the remainder of the list represents more specific responses.
1. "Of great help.”
2. "Afforded an opportunity to review every aspect of secondary-
school business education program."
3. "Submitted a list of changes I would like to see put into
effect when our facilities will warrant them."
:
.
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4. "It has made me more aware of some of the standards that must
be met by business departments today."
5. "It has made me more conscious of the great necessity for
work experience and guidance."
The only negative response indicated that the technique for rating
checklist and evaluative items was not clear and was stated as follows:
"Disconcerting 0 s s and 2's."
Item 2. Of what value has the self-evaluation been to your
department?
Thirteen evaluators, or 68 per cent of the group, described the
value of the self-evaluation to the business department. Many of the
responses to this item were "same as above." The indication is that
the value of the self-evaluation to the business department director
was also gained by the entire department. Other directors reported
the following values of the evaluation to their departments:
1. "Aided in curriculum revision."
2. "There is always room for improvement, and this self-evaluation
has only emphasized a knovm fact and made us want to strive harder to
utilize what we have."
3. "It has called attention to the need for improving our general
business program for all pupils—an objective that many business
departments today cannot meet."
4. "Brings to me the realization that it is a continuing process
if improvements are forthcoming."
5. "Provided opportunity for all members to sit down together and
talk over mutual problems brought out by study of department, resulting
.' 1
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in greater understanding.”
Item 3* What improvements were immediately brought about as a
result of the self-evaluation?
Five, or 26 per cent, of the participating business department
directors reported immediate improvements as a result of the self-
evaluation. These were described as follows:
1. ’’Outline for follow-up study and establishment of a coordinating
representative advisory committee."
2. "A more attractive bulletin board."
3. "More specific plans regarding curriculum revision."
4. "Revision of Program of Studies."
5. "Members have again become aware of the need for selling the
business education program to the public. Teachers have offered to
pool personal supplementary books and supplies, thereby increasing
amount of reference material available to the students."
. :
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND RbXJOMtflENDATIONS
The purpose of this study was to determine the effectiveness of
Section D-4 of the tentative revision of the Evaluative Criteria as
an instrument for self-evaluation and self-improvement of business
education departments in Massachusetts high schools.
Une hundred and twenty-nine schools were sent letters informing
the business education department directors of the study and asking
them to participate in this study. Sixty business education department
directors accepted the invitation and were sent the evaluation materi-
als. Nineteen conducted self-evaluations of their business education
programs and reported their reactions to the evaluation instrument.
The findings of this study were based on an analysis of the reactions
of the business education directors in the 19 participating schools
to the proposed evaluation instrument for business education.
Summary
No business director regarded his experience with the instrument
as unsatisfactory. Fourteen, or 74 per cent, of the directors felt
that the instrument, as a whole, was satisfactory, while four rated it
as excellent.
Among the five divisions of the evaluation instrument, the greatest
degree of satisfaction was experienced with Division Physical
Facilities. Evaluators experienced the least satisfaction with
Division V., Outcomes. However, the latter division was rated by only
one evaluator as functioning "unsatisfactorily . 11
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Twelve items of Section l>-4 were listed as lacking clarity.
According to evaluators items were ambiguous in many cases and
49
in other cases obscure in respect to meaning.
Unly one evaluator mentioned a difference in terminology, and
four evaluators reported errors of an editorial nature.
Seventeen items were judged "difficult to rate," and 12 items
were regarded as "impossible to rate objectively." Evaluators found
items to be not specifically stated, difficult to interpret, not
objectively stated, and too personal.
Eive items were judged unnecessary in an evaluation of a business
department. These items were as follows:
1. Opportunity is provided to train pupils for switchboard
operation.
2. Opportunity is provided for pupils to share in the planning
of the general business activities.
3. How appropriate are the evaluation procedures in business
education?
4. To what extent are pupils who pursued the general business
program successful in managing their personal business affairs
and solving personal business problems?
5. Ib what extent does the business education program form a basis
for advanced business study beyond the secondary school?
Six necessary aspects of a business department evaluation were
listed as not covered adequately^ while three omissions of necessary
aspects were mentioned. These included non-teaching duties, definite
speed requirements for skill subjects, pertinent community statistics
..
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and characteristics, and factors limiting curriculum building.
Thirteen directors of business education departments reported
plans for improvement in Organization. These improvement plans were
concerned with the following areas: advisory committee, general
business, curriculum revision, time allotments, guidance, individual
differences, and work experience.
Twelve evaluators reported plans in Nature of Offerings for
improvement of the following areas: general business, curriculum
revision, job survey, work experience, and prognosis.
Nine evaluators reported plans for improvement of Physical
Facilities. Physical facilities to be improved include equipment,
lighting, space provisions, visual aids, and washing facilities.
Eleven evaluators made plans for improvement concerning Direction
of Learning. These plans were concerned with instructional materials,
guidance, professional courses, staff work experience, utilisation of
community resources, additions to staff, teacher-businessman council,
and testing.
Tbn evaluators reported plans which will affect Outcomes of their
business education programs. These plans were in the areas of follow-
up, community contacts, learning products, consumer values, counseling,
leadership training, and placement.
Seven of the participating schools expected the improvements to
be brought about within three years.
Fifteen of the directors felt that the evaluation was of personal
value, while one evaluator thought the experience was disconcerting in
respect to the rating techniques.
•-
.
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'lhirteen evaluators reported that their business education
departments benefited from the self-evaluation experience. Some of the
benefits gained by the various business departments participating in
this study were as follows: improved general business offerings, plans
for curriculum revision, improved departmental relationships, and knowl-
edge of standards to be met.
Five business education departments experienced immediate improve-
ments as a result of the self-evaluation. These included the making of
curriculum revision plans more specific, the outlining of a follow-up
study, the establishment of an advisory committee, and the making of a
bulletin board more attractive.
Recommendations
The writer recommends that the staff of the Revision Frogram of
the Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards examine the findings
of this study, especially those reported under "Analysis of Findings of
rart Ii" and incorporate worth-while suggestions and criticisms in the
final revision of Section i>*4 of the 1950 edition of the Evaluative
Criteria .
Because of the high degree of satisfaction among Massachusetts
business education department directors with the tentative business
education section of the 1950 Evaluative Criteria , some appropriate
agency in Massachusetts should investigate the possibility of spon-
soring the entire instrument for total school evaluations when the
1950 Edition of the Evaluative Criteria is available.
Boston University
Sahool of Education
Library
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APPENDIX

Contact Letter
Dear Director:
As you may know, the national Cooperative Study of Secondary School
Standards published the Evaluative Criteria in 1940. This publication
has been used by thousands of schools since that time as an instrument
for accreditation or self-improvement, or both. At the present time,
these criteria are undergoing extensive revision through research and
experimentation in the light of educational progress in the last ten
years, it is planned that the revised edition will be published in 1950.
As an area of the secondary-school program, the section of the
Evaluative Criteria pertaining to business education has recently
undergone two tentative revisions. There is much interest in finding
out how well this revised business education section serves the purpose
of self-evaluation and ultimate self-improvement. 1 am hoping to secure
enough business department directors in Massachusetts who will use these
materials and give their reactions to them to find this out.
The process of self-evaluation with the Criteria takes a short time
and is easily performed. In addition, actual tryout by people such as
you is one of the most helpful measures for perfecting this instrument.
if you would be willing to participate in this activity, which
undoubtedly will be mutually beneficial, please fill out the enclosed
postcard and mail it at your earliest convenience. You will receive
very soon thereafter the evaluation form and directions for evaluating
your department.
Sincerely yours.
tMiss; Clara M. Dwinell
Secretary, Revision Program
Cooperative Study of Secondary
School Standards
cmd
Enclosure
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hostcard .Enclosure
I wish to use the proposed revision of the Evaluative
Uriteria to evaluate the business department of my school
and to give my reactions to this evaluative instrument.
Business Department Director
School
Massachusetts
I am interested in receiving a summary of the results
of this study, iihcircle; yes no
'
Double Postcard
(Message)
Dear Director:
Sometime ago you received a request to use and react to
the proposed business education section of the 1950 edition
of the Evaluative Criteria of the Cooperative Study of
Secondary School Standards. Perhaps, you wished to partici-
pate but neglected to fill out and mail the postcard signify-
ing your willingness to cooperate. If at this time you would
like to use and react to this instrument, please fill out and
mail the attached postcard as soon as possible.
Your cooperation will benefit your department and help
in the development of the 1950 edition of Evaluative Criteria .
Sincerely yours.
Secretary, Revision Program
Cooperative Study
(Reply)
I wish to use the proposed revision of the Evaluative
Criteria to evaluate the business department of my school
and to give my reactions to this evaluative instrument.
Business Department Director
School
—Massachusetts
I am interested in receiving a summary of the results
of this study. Encircle: yes no
:•
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letter of Transmittal
131 Clarendon Street, Room 702
Boston 16, Massachusetts
March 14, 1949
Dear
Thank you for agreeing to use Section D-4 of the tentative 1950
Evaluative Criteria to evaluate your business department and to give
your reactions to this instrument. Enclosed are (1) a mimeographed
copy of Section D-4; (2) a form on which to record your reactions to
this instrument; and ^3 ) a stamped, addressed envelope to use in re-
turning (a) Section D-4 and (bj the form containing your reactions.
release read the form for your reactions before evaluating your
department to see to what aspects of Section D-4 you are asked to
react. In this way, you will save a great deal of time, as some
reactions can be made best at the same time you are evaluating your
department; others, after you have completed a major division of
Section l>-4; and still others, after you have completed the entire
self-evaluation
.
Although only a thorough, conscientious evaluation will enable
you to react validly to this instrument, please understand that this
study is not concerned with the status of Massachusetts business
departments as revealed through self-evaluations but is concerned with
your evaluation of the proposed Section i>-4 of the 1950 Evaluative
Criteria . All evaluations will be kept strictly confidential.
Thank you again for your cooperation, rlease use and return
these materials by
_____________
•
Sincerely yours.
b
(Miss) Clara M. Dwinell
Secretary, Revision Program
Cooperative Study of Secondary-
School Standards
cmd
Enclosures 3
-»
—
.
Self-Evaluation Follow-Up Postcard
Dear Director:
How are you progressing vdth your self-evaluation?
Replies already received indicate that business
departments have derived much benefit from the evaluation.
Business directors replying have also been very helpful
in criticizing and reacting to the evaluative instrument.
I am anxious to know of what value the self-evaluation
was in your school and what criticisms and suggestions you
have to make. Won*t you return Section D-4 and the form
with your reactions as soon as possible
—
preferably before
May 31 but later if necessary.
Sincerely yours.
131 Clarendon St., Boston

BUSINESS DEPARTMENT DIRECTOR’S REACTIONS TO A PROPOSED EVALUATION INSTRUMENT
FOR BUSINESS EDUCATION
Name of Director
__
School
Part I
1. As a whole, how well did Section D-4 serve as a measure for self-evaluation of
the business education program in your school?
Underline: Excellently Satisfactorily Fairly Satisfactorily Unsatisfactorily
2. If answer to Item 1 is Fairly Satisfactorily or Unsatisfactorily
,
please explain.
3.
Indicate how well each division of
in the appropriate column#
Excel-
lently
I. Organization
—___
II, Nature of Offerings
___
III. Physical Facilities
IV. Direction of Learning
V. Outcomes
Part II
Directions : Throughout Part II, when listing items of Section D-4> record them as
shown for checklist and evaluative items in the following examples:
Example 1 : The symbols, 1-5, should be used if referring to Item 5 (Elementary
typewriting instruction is available to all pupils.) in division
I. Organization.
Example 2 : The symbols, Il-f, should be used if referring to Item nf" (To what
degree are training activities carried on in business-like situa-
tions?) in division II. Nature of Offerings.
1. List items, if any, which are not stated clearly.
Section D-4 functioned by placing a check (\/)
Satisfac- Fairly Sat- Unsatis-
torily isfactorily factorily
Comment on this lack of clarity, if any.
2. List any items which contain terms which you do not use in business education and
indicate terms with your substitution.
/ i . 'M.X : : . •
. !v 1. i. 1
2-
3.
List any items containing errors of an editorial nature (i,e. incorrect punctua-
tion, poor phrasing) and indicate defect.
4.
List any items which are difficult to rate.
Explain, if any.
5.
List any items which are impossible to rate objectively.
Explain, if any.
6.
List any items in Section D-4 which you think are unnecessar3r or not applicable
in an evaluation of a business program.
Comment, if any.
7.
List any aspects of a business department which are not covered adequately by the
criteria in Section D-4.
.
-3-
8. List any aspects not contained in the criteria which are necessary in an evalua-
tion of a business department.
9. List and comment freely on any additional deficiencies, inadequacies, or
omissions in Section D~4*
Part III
1.
What definite plans have you for improvement in your department as a result of
using Section D-4? List specific plans under the following headings.
I. Organization
II. Nature of Offerings
III. Physical Facilities
.'J
-4-
IV. Direction of Learning
V. Outcomes
2. When do you think the plans for improvement listed in Item 1 will be completed?
Part IV.
1. Of what value has the self-evaluation been to you, personally?
2. Of what value has the self-evaluation been to your department?
3. What improvements were immediately brought about as a result of the self-
evaluation?
J ~ . V.
i
V- . i y'l
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BUSINESS EDUCATION
1950 Edition
CONFIDENTIAL
Outline of Contents
I. Organization
II. Nature of Offerings
III. Physical Facilities
IV. Direction of Learning
V. Outcomes
VI. Special Characteristics of Business Education
Cooperative Study of Secondary-School Standards
744 Jackson Place, Washington 6 , D. C.
Name of School Date
Checklists checked by: Evaluations made by:

IV-X-1-V7/9-J826
Inst ructions
GENERAL '
.
:
"
When the various features' included in this section 'are being 'checked and
evaluated Sections B and C of the Criteria should be kept in mind. The factors
revealed by these sections dealing With characteristics of the pupil population
and -achool community and the educational needs of youth should be applied to'
eve ^’activity' in- the school, for they -justify- hftd give meaning to every practice.
Persons making evaluations should ask: "De the ‘practices in this school meet the
needs of the pupil population and community?"
,
then evaluations are made, factors
such as size, type, location of school, financial support available, state require-
ments, or other local factors should not be permitted to justify failure to
provide an appropriate program and facilities to meet the needs of the pupils and
community served by the school. In later interpretations of summaries of the
evaluations, allowance may be made for any of these factors; but at the time of
the evaluation, an attempt should be made to evaluate the actual program of the
school regardless of necessary limitations.
The. two-fold nature of the work—evaluation and stimulation to improvement
—
should also be kept in mind. Careful, discriminating judgment is essential if
these purposes are to be served satisfactorily. YJhile the attainment of a high
score may be desirable, it should not be permitted to interfere with accurate
evaluations; otherwise real improvement cannot bo undertaken and attained'.
CHECKLISTS
The checklists consist of provisions, conditions or characteristics found
in good secondary schools. Not all of them are necessary, or even desirable,
in every school. Nor do these lists contain all that is desirable in a good
school. A school may therefore lack some of the items listed but have other
compensating features. The checklists are intended to prepare the way for the
evaluations by delineating the broader field and by bringing into .sharper focus
important characteristics of a good school.
The use of the checklist requires four symbols.' (l) If the “provision or
provisions called for in a given item of the checklist are extensively made,
mark the item in the parenthesis preceding it with the symbol " J \/" (double
check); (2) if the provision is made to some extent, mark the item with .the
symbol "v/"; (3) if the provisions or conditions are needed but are not made,
or. are made to a very limited extent, mark the item with the symbol "Q"; (4) if
it is not desirable or appropriate for the school to have or to supply what
specific items call for, mark such items with the symbol "N." In brief, mark
items
:
\/ \/ condition or provision is made to an extensive degree
\/ condition or provision is made to some extent
0 condition or provision is very limited or missing
N condition or provision is not desirable or does not apply
Space is provided at the end of each checklist for writing in additional items.
It is desirable that the provisions or practices of the school should be
described as completely as possible.
IV-X-1-4/7/9-J827
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EVALUATIONS
Evaluations are to be made, whenever called for, using the rating scale as
defined below. Evaluations should represent the best judgment of those making
the evaluations after all evidence (including results of observation of the
school and discussions with the school staff, consideration of ratings on
checklist items and data presented by school, .experience of evaluators in other
schools) has been considered. Evaluations should be made first by members of
the school staff and checked by the visiting committee
.
5.
—
Very superior ; the provisions or conditions are very extensive and
are functioning excellently.
4. Superior ;
a. the provisions or conditions are extensive and are functioning
fairly well, or
b. the provisions or conditions are moderately extensive but are
functioning excellently.
3. Fair ; the provisions or conditions are moderately extensive and are
functioning fairly well,
2, Inferior ;
* a. the provisions or conditions are moderately extensive but are
functioning unsatisfactorily, or
b. the provisions or conditions are very limited in extent but are
functioning fairly well.
1, Very inferior ; the provisions or conditions are very limited in extent
and are functioning unsatisfactorily.
0. Mssing ; the provisions or conditions, if present, would make a contribu-
tion to the educational -needs of the youth in this community nr . of this
school.
N. Does not apply ; the conditions or provisions do not apply or are not’
desirable for the youth of this school or community, (Reasons for
the use of this symbol should be explained in each case, under Comments ,
)
Note : If, in making the self-evaluation, members of the school staff
wish to indicate which of the alternatives given for evaluations "4" or "2"
applies, they may use "4a" or "4b," "2a" or "2b."
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Second Revision of the Evaluative Criteria
BUSINESS EDUCATION
Statement of Guiding Principles
- r
Business education consists of those courses, activities, and
units of instruction designed to meet the business living needs of
all pupils and the vocational b usiness needs of pupils who desire
to prepare for employment in business occupations.
The general business program, provided for all pupils, is
determined by an analysis of the business activities and business
problems common to most people. General business education provides
the basic knowledges, skills, habits, attitudes, ideals, and appre-
ciations for successful living in the business aspects of one’s
environment. The general business program also provides orientation
experiences for pupils xvho wall elect the vocational business program.
The vocational business program—available to those pupils who
have definite interest, ability, and need for specialized business
training—is based upon a survey of the business employment oppor-
tunities in the school service area and an analysis of the kinds of
positions for which the school may offer preparation. The program is
designed to develop knowledges, skills, habits, attitudes, and -ideals, |
necessary for successful beginning and future advancement in business. !
The vocational program is concerned with the personal as well as the
technical developnent of pupils.
I. Organization
Checklist
( ) 1, General business courses or activities are required for all secondary-
school pupils.
( ) 2. General business experiences before grade 9 consist of business
knowledges and skills integrated with other subject-matter areas.
( ) 3. Vocational business education is provided pupils who need and can
profit by such training.
( ) 4. Vocational business subjects are offered in advanced grade levels.
( ) 5« Elementary typewriting instruction is available to all pupils.'
( ) 6. Counseling by persons acquainted with the business field assists
pupils in their entrance and specialization in vocational business
subjects.
Related
( ) 7 •/work-expo rienc e programs or activities are provided pupils preparing
for employment. deter-
mining training needs and
( ) 8.- -A representative advisory committee assists in/coordinating the in-
school and work-experience programs in vocational business education.
( ) 9. General business courses meet a sufficient number of periods a week.
The number of periods per week is
_______
.
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( ) 10. The vocational business courses, are available a sufficient number of
periods per week. The number of periods per week is
.
( ) 11. Business education periods are of sufficient-;, length. The length of
periods is
______
minutes.
( ) 12. Variation in time allotments is provided for pupils with particular
needs.
( ) 13.
( ) 14.
Evaluations
(
(
) a. To what extent is general business education provided for all pupils?
) b. To what extent is vocational business education available to pupils
with vocational business needs?
( ) c. Do time allotments for general business education meet needs of pupils
satisfactorily?
( ) d. Do time allotments .for vocational business education meet needs of
pupils satisfactorily?
( ) e. How extensively are pupils enrolled in tho business education program?
(Attach list of courses indicating name of course, normal grade level,
and number and per cent of pupils enrolled ill each course for the
current term.
)
Comments:
II. Nature of Offerings
Checklist
( ) 1. General business courses are based upon study and analysis of tho
general business needs of pupils.
( ) 2. Vocational business offerings are based on survey of' job opportunities
and job analyses
.
( ) 3. General business offerings provide introductory exploratory
experiences in a variety of business areas.
,
-
the and personal-use
( ; 4. General business experiences emphasize/consumer/aspects of business*
practices. .
( ) 5. Typewriting instruction for non-vo cational pupils provides for
development of skills necessary for personal typewriting.
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(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
) 6, Specialized typewriting instruction, ...in -conjunction with other business-
experiences, develops typewriting efficiency required by employers.
) 7. Instruction in stehography is provided. -
) 8. Such factors as success in typewriting and English are considered in
counseling pupils who wish to elect stenography.
) 9. Instruction in bookkeeping is provided.
*
fN I »
) 10. Instruction in general clerical practice is provided.
) 11. Instruction for the distributive occupations is provided.
) 12. Work experiences are provided for the business occupations for which
training is given.
) 13. Pupils specializing in vocational areas are assisted in developing at
least one skill to job-standard competency.
) 14. Vocational business training duplicates business situations as nearly
as is appropriate and possible.
) 15. Vocational business education emphasizes personal qualities, social
attitudes, and habits necessary for success in business.
) 16. Opportunity is provided for the study of business law and business
procedures.
) 17. Opportunity is provided to train pupils for switchboard operation.
) 18. Attention is given in all business education to helping pupils improve
their personal appearance and social conduct.
) 19. Vocational business education provides an insight and understanding of
desirable employer-employee relations.
) 20. Vocational business education provides a basis for further business
education beyond the secondary school.
for,
) 21. Experiences are provided in locating, applying/ arid being interviewed
for prospective employment
.
( ) 22. Experiences attempt to prepare pupils to adjust to changes in business
conditions and procedures.
( ) 23. All experiences emphasize the need for development of ethical practices
and standards for the conduct of all business activities.
( ) 24.
( ) -25.
Evaluations
( ) a. How adequate is the variety of general business experiences to meet needs
of all pupils?
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( ) b, How • adequate, is the content of general business experiences to meet
.
needs of all pupils?
) c. How adequate is the variety of specialized business experiences to meet
needs of vocational pupils?
.
..
,.,,v k •
) d. To what extent are- the specialized business offerings based upon
analysis of jobs and job opportunities?
,
...
( ) e. How adequate is the content of specialized business experiences to meet
needs of vocational pupils?
( ) f. To what degree are training activities carried on in business-like
situations?
. t
.
‘
,
* * ‘
i-
•
•
v
••
Comments:
Checklist
( ) 1 .
( ) 2 .
( ) 3.
( ) 4.
( ) 5.
( ) 6 .
( ) 7 .
( ) 8 .
( ) 9.
( ) 10 .
III. Physical Facilities
Rooms used for business education are grouped together.
Rooms used for business machines and typewriters are so -located or
soundproofed as not to interfere with learning in other areas of
the program of studies.
Hashing facilities are readily accessible.
Adequate lighting facilities are provided.
, (
Office materials and supplies are provided.
Storage. facilities are provided for materials and supplies.
Space is provided for storage of pupil vrork.
Typewriter desks arc adjustable in height or of different heights.
Correct-posture chairs are provided.
At least one secretarial desk is provided and equipped in typical office
fashion.
(
(
(
(
) 11. Typewriters are provided in a variety of makes and type characters.
) 12. Typewriters are maintained in good working condition.
) 13. Filing equipment is provided. '
) 14. Visual-aid projection equipment is available.
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( ) 15. The following business machines are provided in. the -classroom or
available to students in work-experience programs:
Adding machines
Addressing machines
• Billing machines
? Calculating machines
Electric typewriters
Mimeograph machines
( ) 16 .
(‘
) 17.
Evaluations
Multigraph
Posting machines
Spirit or gelatin duplicators
Timers
___
Voice recording units
_ _
Switchboard
( ) a. How adequate are the space provisions to meet curricular and enrollment
needs?
( ) b. How adequate is the amount of business education equipment?
( ) c. How adequate is the variety of business education equipment?
( ) d. How up-to-date is the business equipment?
( ) e. How adequate is the quality of the equipment?
( ) f. How adequate is the amount of business education materials and supplies?
( ) g. How adequate is the quality of business education materials and supplies
( ) h. To what extent do the physical facilities for business education
approximate actual business situations?
( ) i. How effectively are pupils using the physical facilities?
Comment s
:
IV. Direction of Learning
A. Preparation of Staff (for data on preparation of individual staff members see
Section J)
Checklist '
Each member of the business education staff
( ) 1. Has had comprehensive basic background business training in such
subjects as economic s, accounting, business organization, marketing,
business lav/, insurance and investments.
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( ) 2. Has had adequate specialized business training in the. business areas
for which he is to offer vocational instruction.
( ) 3. Has had successful Wage-earning business experience in the occupation
for which he is to offer vocational instruction.
( ) 4. Has had .preparation in such related subjects
as vocational, .guidance, tho
making of occupational surveys, follow-up studies and job analyses.
( ) 5. Has had specific courses in methods and materials pertaining to
the subject-matter areas in which he is teaching.
( ) 6. Has had preparation in interview techniques and personnel management.
( ) 7. Is acquainted with current developments in business education.
( ) 8 .
( ) 9.
Evaluations
( ) a. How adequate is the preparation of the staff in basic business •
subject matter?
( ) b. How adequate is tho preparation of the staff in specialized business
training?
( ) c. How adequate has been the business experience of the staff?
( ) d. To what extent does the staff keep its business experience current
by periodic business employment?
( ) e. To what extent is the staff continuing its in-service training?
.(.. .
.) f. How adequate is the preparation of the staff in methods of teaching
business studies?
Comments ;
B. Instructional Activities
Checklist
( ) 1. General objectives are set up for the instructional activities. '
( ) 2. Specific objectives are set up for the instructional activities.
( ) 3. There is evidence of careful planning and preparation for the classroom
activities.
( ) 4. Business resources of the community are utilized in the instructional
activities.
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( ) 5. Opportunity is provided for pupils to share in tho planning of the
general business activities.
..
( ) 6. Individual differences of pupils are considered in selecting, planning,
and conducting the activities.
( ) 7. Instructional activities are readily adapted to new or changing
conditions.
( ) 8. The reasons for drill activities are understood by the pupils.
( ) 9.
( ) 10 .
Flexible or differentiated assignments are used to provide for
individual differences.
The instructional activities are related when desirable with such other
subject areas as English and mathematics.
( ) 11. Opportunity is provided for field trips to business firms.
( ) 12. Pupils are guided in cooperatively sharing the business education
facilities.
( ) 13.
....
( ) 14.
V
<
I
Evaluations
( ) a. How adequate is the preparation for instructional activities?
( ) b. How well are instructional activities adapted to individual differences
of pupils?
( ) c. To what extent are effective teaching methods practiced?
( ) d. To what degree are business resources of the community and area used?
Comments:
C. Instructiona.1 Materials
Checklist
( ) 1. Carefully selected texts are provided.
( ) 2. Dictionaries are provided.
( ) 3. Reference materials are provided.
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( ) /+. A teacher's file of supplementary materials is maintained.
( ) 5. Teacher-prepared materials (such as study guides1) are used in the
instructional activities.
( ) 6. Samples of business forms and records are available.
( ) 7. Newspapers and periodicals concerning business and business education
are available.
( ) 8. Such materials as handbooks, pamphlets, and training manuals prepared
by business concerns are available.
( ) 9. Such materials as charts, maps, posters, graphs", and business display
materials are provided.
( ) 10. Secretary's handbooks are provided-.
( ) u.
C ) 12.
Evaluations
( ) a. How adequate is the variety of instructional materials to meet business
education needs?
( ) b. How adequate is the content of instructional materials in terms of
present business education needs?
( ) c. How effectively are pupils guided in the use of instructional materials
Comments:
D. Methods of Evaluation
Checklist
( ) 1. Evaluation activities are an integral part of the instructional
activities.
( ) 2. Aptitude and prognostic tests are used as aids in counseling pupils
regarding their choice of a vocational objective.
( ) 3. Such testing techniques as standardized tests, teacher-made objective
tests and essay examinations are used in evaluation.
( ) 4. Evaluation results are used in planning instruction, and' revising the .
curriculum.
( ) 5. Evaluation is in terms of individual aptitudes and abilities as well
as in terns of business standards.
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( ) 6. Final evaluation of vocational business skills is made in terms of
.. busine.s5.;stiyidards.
,
»
*
.
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( ) 7. Individual progress is recorded and used for guidance purposes.
( ) 8. Follow-up studies of graduates constantly guide curriculum revision.
( ) 9. Evaluation of pupil achievement in work-experience programs is„nado
by representatives of the school and business.
( ) 10. Pupils participate in self-evaluation activities.
( ) 11. The type of evaluation activities used is determined by the objective
to be achieved.
( ) 12. Speed tests are not overemphasized in the development of manipulative
skills.
( ) 13. Performance tests are based on realistic situations.
( ) 14.
( ) 15.
Evaluations
( ) a. How comprehensive are the evaluation procedures in business education?
( ) b. How appropriate are the evaluation procedures in business education?
( ) c. To what extent do evaluation procedures help the pupil understand
the nature of his growth in business education?
( ) d. To what extent do teachers use evaluation results in analyzing the
effectiveness of their teaching?
Comment s
:
V. Outcomes
Evaluations
( ) a. To what extent are all pupils developing business knowledges and
skills necessary for present and probable future daily living?
( ) b. To what degree are all pupils developing desirable attitudes and
appreciations concerning business?
( ) c. To what degree are individual pupils developing sjdf.ls and techniques
necessary for successful beginning employment in business?
( ) d. To v/hat degree are individual pupils developing knowledges and under-
standings necessary for beginning employment in business?
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( ) e. To what degree are individual pupils developing attitudes ' and apprecia-
tions necessary for desirable employer-employee relations?
( ) f. To what degree are individual pupils developing moral and ethical
standards- of benefit to business and society?
( ) g. To what degree do representatives of business indicate satisfaction
with the sec ondary- school business education program?
( ) h. To what extent do pupils obtain employment in the kind of work for
which they received training?
( ) i. To what extent are pupils who pursued the general business program
successful in managing their personal business affairs and solving
personal business problems?
( ) j. To what extent does the business education program form a basis for
advanced business study beyond the secondary school?
( ) k. To what extent do follow-up data reveal that pupils are successful in the
occupational areas for which they wore prepared?
Comment si
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VI. Special Characteristics of Business Education
1.
In what respects is business education most satisfactory and comncndable?
a.
b.
c.
2.
In what respects is there greatest need for inproving business education in this
school?
b.
c.
3.
In what respects has attention been directed toward improvement of business
education in this school within the last two years?
a.
b.
c.
related
4.
What carefully conducted studio s/to' business education in this school
have been made within the last three years?
a.
b.
c.



